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Join the conversation #AU2017
Please Fill Out Your Surveys

Make sure your voice is heard by completing your surveys!

Please take the time to complete your survey for this and every class you attend at Autodesk University.

Autodesk uses this information to know what classes to offer in the future.
Other Classes You May Be Interested In

- ES124094 - Using A360 Capabilities to Successfully Build a Knowledge Repository
  - Thursday 8:00 am

- ES126325 - YouTube Your Training
  - Wednesday 1:00 pm

- IT21388: Creating Your Own Training Materials and Videos (AU 2016)
Got An Idea? Share it!

- Share your idea directly with the Autodesk Development Team
- Community can support ideas to surface the most relevant
Blog Resources

Autodesk Vault
- http://underthehood-autodesk.typepad.com

Autodesk Inventor
More Questions? Visit the AU Answer Bar

- Seek answers to all of your technical product questions by visiting the Answer Bar.

- Open daily in the Exhibit Hall.

- Staffed by Autodesk developers, QA, support engineers, and AU speakers ready to help you through your most challenging technical questions.
Useful Uses

- Retaining Tribal Knowledge.
  - Procedures that you do once or twice a year.
  - Tasks you find yourself explaining three times to the same two people
- Instructions for a remote work force
  - Keep Intellectual Property in mind
- Training new hires coming from a different CAD system or no CAD
  - Translation of what the function is called and where it is located
  - Start people off on the same CAD practices and evolve from there
Overview for the presentation
Autodesk Built, Autodesk Supported

Because Screencast supports AutoCAD, Inventor, Maya, Fusion 360, 3ds Max, and other popular Autodesk products, it’s easy to record keystrokes and commands along with your video.

Questions? Read the FAQs.
Creating a Screencast video

- [https://screencast.autodesk.com](https://screencast.autodesk.com)

- Starting the Screencast is only one click. Finding the dialog box to stop the recording isn’t

- Use the hotkeys to terminate the recoding. Ctrl + F10 is the default but can be changed.

- Cropping the video to remove mental pauses and extra footage is possible.
Editing a Screencast video

- Re-record audio – speak over the video instead of speaking with clicking and typing
- Sections can only be deleted one at a time.
Saving a Screencast video

- Options for uploading a Screencast
  - Title
  - Who can access
  - Description
  - Language
  - Category (filter and search)
  - Skill Level (filter and search)
Retrieving a Screencast video

- Selecting Manage Screencasts will your contributions page on Autodesk Knowledge Network.
- The options allow you to:
  - Edit – Name, Description, Skill
  - Download – To add to tutorial
  - Manage Access – Share or change to Public Share. Groups of users is allowed.
The more you explain it, the more I don't understand it. – Mark Twain
Starting a Custom Tutorial

- Tutorial Naming and Sharing
- Tasks
  - Description of task
  - Steps within the task
  - Attach video (.webm)
  - Attach starting state model
  - Word, Excel, Power Point files may be brought in from the starting state model
Starting a Custom Tutorial (cont.)

- About (What shows on selection screen)
  - Description
  - Image - Meaningful Screenshot
  - Author – Not Editable
  - Skill Level – Author Determined
  - Topic – Selection list to be used as a filter
- Add Task – Switches to Task Tab
Sharing a Custom Tutorial

- Share in public gallery
  - Shows in Available Tutorials.
  - Anyone with a A360 account may access.
- Only Author may edit however anyone may duplicate and change
- Share with specific individuals
  - Sends email to users.
Retrieving a Custom Tutorial

- **Shared With Me**
  - Where your users will see the tutorials you created for them

- **My Tutorials**
  - Where the tutorials you create are stored.
Retrieving a Custom Tutorial (cont.)

- Selecting a tutorial will allow users to download to play at anytime

- After downloading users can play, delete, or duplicate.
Retrieving a Custom Tutorial (cont.)

- List of topics that can be added to allow users to filter selections
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